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Products from banana waste, 
transforming health, business and 
industry outcomes 
 
Natural Evolution, run by second-generation banana farmers, produce a range of food, health, and beauty products 
from banana waste. 

It is the world’s first and only certified producer of green banana flour – a gluten-free and dairy-free alternative 
to traditional wheat flours, and green banana resistant starch. The starch contains the richest form of prebiotic 
resistant starch properties globally, and brings various health benefits. 

With cyclones wiping out its banana crop overnight, and recognising the vast banana waste problem in North 
Queensland – around 2.5 million bananas are wasted per week due to oversupply or crops not matching supermarket 
standards – they knew its business and industry needed to innovate. 

It was the first company to produce banana flour in Australia. Its products are now sold in over 50 countries 
worldwide. With revenue in the millions, employment doubling annually, and opening up a new market for other 
banana growers now selling direct to Natural Evolution, banana waste has become a true value-add.  

After accidentally driving over a hand of green bananas and noticing the puff of flour-like powder, ideas first 
started to form. The family began making green banana flour by hand and selling it in the farm shop, but as demand 
grew, they recognised the opportunity to scale.

After accessing a FIAL grant, the business took Cavendish and Lady Finger banana samples to a testing lab. This 
revealed the incredible health benefits of the ‘resistant starch’ found in the Lady Finger bananas and led to further 
product ideas. Over the years, Natural Evolution has commissioned research from many universities to help inform 
how to proceed.

A grant from Commercialisation Australia enabled them to build the world’s first pharmaceutical-grade banana 
flour facility, and an additional grant from FIAL to help deliver its design for a new drying technology.

Natural Evolution no longer grows bananas on its own farm, but buy from other farms across the state – over one 
million metric tonnes in the last calendar year. It is now selling its drying processing technology to farms around 
Australia to help them create more products from their own fruit or vegetable waste.
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Industry-first, kerbside-recyclable  
soft pouch
 
Brookfarm is a generational Australian family business with a commitment to sustainability spanning over 30 years. 
It produces macadamia products and premium health foods, from breakfast cereals to snacks. 

With ambition to move toward a circular economy, it has launched a kerbside-recyclable soft plastic ‘stand-up’ 
pouch for its muesli, with packaging partner OF Packaging. 

There are two innovations. First, moving the packaging from a complex 3-layer lamination (Recycle 7) to a sophisticated 
single-layer polymer (Recycle 4), making the pouch easier to recycle for Materials Recovery Facilities (MRFs). 

The second innovation has been named ‘Roll ‘N’ Recycle.’ The empty muesli pouch can be rolled up and secured with 
the accompanying Roll ‘N’ Recycle sticker, changing the soft plastic to a rigid three-dimensional shape. This means that 
consumers can put the pouch straight into their home kerbside recycling bin, instead of having to return it to a third party.

This innovation makes it far easier for consumers to recycle, and allows it to be sorted correctly through standard 
recycling collections. It adds value to the already eco-focused Brookfarm brand, increasing its competitive differentiation. 

It has been recognised with two ‘Gold’ Australasian Packaging Innovation & Design Awards (PIDA) from the Australian 
Institute of Packaging (AIP), a WorldStar Packaging Award from the World Packaging Organisation (WPO), and the 
Diamond Award in the DOW Awards. 

It took two years of collaboration to realise this innovation. It’s the first to market not only for the Roll ‘n’ Recycle 
program, but for any type of kerbside recyclable flexible packaging format made from soft plastics. 

The high-barrier, mono-polymer pouch was created as a more sustainable alternative to their previous metallised, multi-
laminate structure, while keeping their existing brand heritage and pack style. Despite being mono-polymer and made 
entirely from PE, the pack still has the functionality of the original with use of a reseal zipper closure and tear notches.

The Roll ‘n’ Recycle label is affixed to the pack prior to the filling process, using an adhesive made to allow the label 
to be peeled back and re-adhered to the pouch once rolled. This label, in addition to the on-pack instructions 
for how the process works, encourages the consumer to lift and peel back the label to a certain point, and 
communicates that once rolled, the pack can then be recycled through the household co-mingled recycling bin.

Brookfarm is transferring its full range to Roll ‘N’ Recycle packaging to realise its zero-landfill ambition.
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